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Ethnic Kitchen is a documentary about five women who moved to Lithuania from differ-
ent countries, at different times, and for different reasons. At first glance, the life stories 
of these women seem unbelievable, but a closer look reveals that it is something that 
could happen to any of us. How do we construct our world which we call home? Does it 
stem from our place in society based on our gender, skin color, age, nationality? Or could 
it be that home is any place where we find compassion, inspiration, talent, love, and a 
shared humanity? 
Ethnic Kitchen is not just a movie, it’s an invitation to reflect on the things that make 
us feel like outsiders. It is a reminder and encouragement to extend a helping hand to 
those around us having trouble fitting in. 

HISTORY
Ethnic Kitchen was born in November 2012, at the annual “16 Days against Gender Vio-
lence” campaign when scriptwriter and director Aiste Ptakauske was asked to create a 
performance piece that would address key gender issues in Lithuania today.
In her project Aiste chose to shine the spotlight on a rarely noticed group of Lithuanian 
women: migrants. How do they differ from Lithuanian women? How are they similar? 
What troubles and joys are they experiencing in their adopted homeland? Are these expe-
riences particular only to them or are they common to Lithuanians too? In preparation for 
the performance, Aiste interviewed over a dozen women from various countries: Estonia, 
Moldova, Uzbekistan, USA, Ethiopia, Uruguay, and Chechnya, among others.
On 8 of December 2012, seven of the interviewed women gathered at Dalia Tamu-
leviciute Hall of the State Youth Theatre of Lithuania to share their life stories with the 
public. The event generated tremendous interest and support.

We didn’t know that there were such interesting people living around us!
We had no clue that such wonderful things were happening in Lithuania.
We saw ourselves and our country through different eyes.

These were the most common exclamations from the audience members. After the per-
formance, the positive reviews spread throughout the country and people from other 
cities clamored for repeat performances of Ethnic Kitchen. This enthusiasm showed that 
Lithuanians often come across as cold and unfriendly not because it is somehow en-
coded in their nature, but simply because they know very little about foreigners living 
in Lithuania. But the willingness to know more is definitely there! This realization gave 
birth to another idea – to develop Ethnic Kitchen into a documentary which could reach 
all corners of Lithuania.

DOCUMENTARY FILM “ETHNIC KITCHEN”
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LEARN MORE
If our film and tasks have made you curious about migrants’ situation in 
Lithuania, we suggest you look up the following information that we have 
prepared for you:

www.pasauliovirtuve.eu/en/multicultural-lithuania/facts-and-figures/ 

www.pasauliovirtuve.eu/en/multicultural-lithuania/organisations/

www.pasauliovirtuve.eu/en/category/right-doers/ 


